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Q.l (10 marks)
Expand following
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1. PNM
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2.JCM
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10. LDCE
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used in Railways establishment
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-2Q.2 (10 marks)
Write short note on following
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1.Workman compensation act
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2.Hours of employment regulation act

~
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3.Factory act
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4.lndustrial disputes act.
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5.Contract labour act.
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Q. 3 (5 marks)
Describe procedure for removing a Railway employee under section 14(2).
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Q.4 ( 10marks)
What do you mean by
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l.EBR
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2.Plan heads of expenditure
~~~~
3.Primary units of expenditure
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4.Demand heads of revenue expenditure
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5.Rate of return.
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Q.5 (10 marks)
What's the difference between capital expenditure and revenue expenditure. Why you have
to show RORfor capital expenditure but not for revenue expenditure.
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-3Q.6. (Smarks)

Describe

~cffiG1Q
1. RSP
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2. M&P program
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3. Depreciation
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4. Wet leasing of machines
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PART-B
Q. 7 (10 marks)

7.1 Which Board member is in-charge of Diesel locomotive organisation on IR?
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7.2. What are the advantages of running EMUs and DEMUs over conventional locomotive
hauled passenger trains?
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7.3 Why ICFis trying to manufacture train sets? What benefit will accrue to IR because of
their induction.
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7.4 What additional features been provided in J&K DEMU as compared to other DEMUs
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7.5 what's the difference in the propulsion system of SPARTas compared to DETC?
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Q. 8. (10 marks)

What are the advantages of electric traction over DIESELtraction. Why IR has recently
decided to switch over to 100% electric traction.
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Q. 9 (5 marks)
What's the difference between Dynamic braking and Regenerative braking.
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Q. 10 (10 marks)
Name two units where DISELlocomotive are currently manufactured in India.
What's the difference in the functioning of two units?
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Q. 11. (10 marks)
What factors cause increase in Lub oil consumption of a DISELlocomotive.
What's the role of turbo super charger?
Why radiator with a fan is required in DISELlocomotive.
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Q. 12. (5 marks)

What's difference between a petrol engine and a Diesel engine.
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Q.13 (10 marks)
How balanced draft gear is different from old design of CBCcoupler.
What are the major differences between ICFand FIATbogie.
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Q.14 (10 marks)
What inputs are required to be given to LHBCOACHto make it fit for 200 Imphal from 160
Kmph?
Describe major differences between the shells of LHBand conventionallCF coach.
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Q. 15. (5 marks)
Name any 5 wagons which are currently running on IR .
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-5Q. 16. (10 marks)

Write short notes on (iftTRcqufI ~
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1. Laser cutting and welding machine.
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2. Robotic spot welding machine.
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3. 5 axis machine
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4. Plasma cutting machine
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5. Wheel balancing machine
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Q. 17. (10 marks)

Describe painting procedure of LHBcoach. How it is different from an ICFcoach?
In which coaches vinyl wrap is being used?
Recently what steps have been taken to improve quality of painting in ICFon LHBcoaches.
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Q.18 (5 marks)
Give suggestions for improving production of LHBcoaches in ICF.
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